
Learning from Teachers
in High-Aggression Schools

Finally, teachers may make a major contribution toward keeping

their classrooms gang-free if they vigorously avoid several behaviors

suggested by Remboldt (1994) that serve as enablers, not inhibitors,

of student aggression:

 Ignoring student complaints of being threatened

 Avoiding high-violence school locations

 Ignoring low-level violence (put-downs, 

bullying, harassment)

 Ignoring student threats of planned violence

 Ignoring rumors about students who may 

have weapons

 Failing to intervene or report witnessed 

student violence

 Excusing violent behavior of “good kids” 

as necessary for self-defense

GANGS IN YOUR SCHOOL

Thus far in this chapter we have described qualities of school districts,

schools, and classrooms relevant to the likelihood that youth gangs

will develop and grow. Our emphasis has been on the positive—in

particular, the school and classroom characteristics making gang

creation and public presence substantially less likely. What about

your school? How likely is it that a gang presence has already been,

or is likely to be, established in your district, school, or classroom?

The remaining chapters in Part 1 of this book provide information
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to help answer this crucial question accurately; we progressively

describe gang signs and symbols, recruitment, ethnicity, and vio-

lence in U.S. schools today. After reading chapters 2 through 5, you

will be able to estimate quite adequately your own gang circum-

stances and thus the degree to which your site ought to actively pur-

sue one or more of the effective interventions described in Part 2,

chapters 6 through 8.

As a first step in this assessment process, we provide in Table 3

the Gang Assessment Tool, developed by the National School Safety

Center (Stephens, 1992). Consider it an informal measure of your

site’s gang involvement, a measure still being developed psycho-

metrically. Anecdotally, it provides a reasonable starting point for

estimating your own situation. Accompanying the measure are

suggested levels of response as a function of the total score.

SUMMARY

Youth gang development is advanced or retarded by a host of con-

textual characteristics. Some are qualities of the community in which

potential and actual gang members reside. Others are features of the

schools and classrooms those youths attend. We have described

these membership-promoting and membership-inhibiting charac-

teristics in order to give a fuller sense of the environments in which

gang attraction or avoidance may emerge. We also suggest that

actively enhancing aspects of the latter environments is likely to re-

duce the numbers of youth to whom gang membership is appealing.
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Signs and Symbols

Figure 21—
Gangster 
Disciples Nation
T-Shirt

Figure 20—
Los Angeles
Gang Jackets
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Figure 22—
Girls’ Vice Lord
Toy Jewelry

SCHOOL RESPONSES

Schools in many locations throughout the United States have re-

sponded to graffiti, hand signs, tattoos, and gang-signifying clothing

with persuasion, prohibition with punishment for violations, and the

provision of alternatives.

Persuasive attempts have included codes of conduct, well-

disseminated to students and parents; ongoing schoolwide or

districtwide anti-gang campaigns, including assemblies, announce-

ments, and posters, letters home to parents (Figures 24 and 25)

and other components; student orientation handbooks; and school

safety plans.

Prohibition with punishment for violation has included dress

codes, illustrated by the composite shown in Table 7; school rule
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Table 7—Common School Dress Code Targets

Gold jewelry

Multi-fingered rings

Gold dental caps

Baggy pants

Ripped jeans

Elastic ankle gathers

Underwear worn as outerwear

Skirts or shorts above knees

Tank tops

Muscle shirts

Halters

See-through blouses

Sex/drug message T-shirts

Doc Martens combat-style boots

Selected team jackets

Hats/caps

Sneakers with heel lights

setting and disciplinary penalties, such as lost privileges and sus-

pension; monetary fines; restitution; and student vandalism accounts.

Provision of alternatives has been concretized by schoolwide and

districtwide requirements for school uniforms; the use of school-

approved murals and other graffiti dissuaders; and voluntary (and

free) tattoo-removal programs.



SUMMARY

The powerful need to differentiate “us” from “them” is characteristic

of all adolescents. Such striving for in-group solidarity, combined

with an acute response to differences from all out-groups, perhaps

reaches its zenith in juvenile gangs. In so much of their attitudes

and behaviors, they are “hyperadolescents.” A variety of words,

signs, and symbols become the vehicles to declare sameness and

demean rival gang differences, as well as to define and reinforce

gang affinity. These manifestations include graffiti, hand signs,

tattoos, clothing, jewelry, and more. In the present chapter we have

described a sample of such signifiers, noted their diverse purposes,

and illustrated the types of preventive and deterrent responses

used by schools in the United States today.
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